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Build Party second weekend in Jan?
Posted by Sterling Doc - 28 Dec 2008 09:41
_____________________________________

Hey guys,

Rob is coming in from Fargo, ND (weather permitting) the second weekend in Jan. Who can squeeze in
a build/welcome into that weekend? I live in Sterling, IL. (2 hours west of Chicago). 1st couple of guys
can stay in beds at my house, next couple get couches, and anyone else gets an air matresses. 

I have a copy of Dust to Glory (best racing documentary ever) that we can watch, other games, and lots
of stuff we can do to my (or your) car. I'll have room for at least one other car in my garage (maybe two)
if someone wants to bring a car to work on.

============================================================================

Re:Build Party second weekend in Jan?
Posted by Sterling Doc - 08 Jan 2009 11:39
_____________________________________

Andy, it'd be great to have you. Looks like most of us are going to be here Saturday. Rob's staying
overnight, not sure about others. You're certainly welcome to come up whenever, but you'll catch most
us Saturday. 

The trans would be interesting!

============================================================================

Re:Build Party second weekend in Jan?
Posted by many944s - 09 Jan 2009 04:42
_____________________________________

Well, it's 3:30 here and the last gasket I need to finish Ray's trans isn't here yet. I just got off the phone
with the supplier I usually order them from and there has been a &quot;back order&quot; issue. They
stated it should be delivered today or tomorrow, so I figure about the time I get to your place, it will be
dropped off at the shop (AGHHHH!)

Anyway, I am going to throw in my tensioner in case there are any belts that need to be tensioned. If not,
it would be worth showing anyone interested how it is done.
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I also have the DOM tube, belts and rollers which I will be bringing with.  See ya'll tomorrow!

-Nick

============================================================================
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